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Many Vets Don't
Deserve Your
Respect or Your
Business
By Ed Frawley

Cindy and I have a veterinarian (Dr. Rice - The
Stillwater Vet Clinic in Stillwater, MN) who in
our opinion can walk on water. There is no
doubt in our mind that we could not find a
better veterinarian anywhere in the country.
Dr. Rice truly loves and cares about animals. I
could write an article praising this man. His
ethics, his professionalism, the way he cares
about the welfare of animals is simply
amazing. One only has to be around him for a
few minutes to trust and like him. All I can
say is he that he inspires me.

It is unfortunate that Dr. Rice is not the model
to be used by all vets. In fact the sad thing is
that he is a rare gem of a person.

It is my opinion the majority of Vets are
financially motivated and morally corrupt.
This is based on my experience with over the
past 50 years of owning, breeding and training
dogs.

I have little doubt that every person who
enters Vet school does so with good intentions.
I would guess that every young person who
chooses a career in Veterinary medicine loves
animals and wants to spend their life working
with animals. A few maintain this
compassion throughout their career. We
happen to know and trust several people like
this. They have our trust, they have our
respect and we like to think of them as
friends.

After all these years I have come to the
conclusion that a Vet must earn our trust and
respect. They are not anointed with it the day
they hang a DVM behind their name. We no
longer automatically anoint a person just
because we walk into their office and they
have a diploma on the wall that's says DMV.

Unfortunately our experience is that the
majority people who become Vets don't deserve
any respect at all. In fact far to many of them
are incompetent prostitutes who should have
their licenses revoked.

The fact is something happens to these people
after they graduate from Vet school.

Many Vet school graduates turn into arrogant
asses. They develop the GOD SYNDROM with
egos the size of automobiles (you see this with
human doctors too). Whatever happens don't
question their diagnosis or their experience.
They have Doctors of Veterinary Medicine
(DMV) behind their name and you dam well
better respect that fact.

The perfect example of this is seen when you
ask a Vet about the all-natural diet. 98% of
them will belittle the concept. A recent Vet
conference in Las Vegas had a meeting on the
all-natural diet. It focused on how to sell
customers off of the concept. I.E. Pet owners
are not qualified to understand the nutritional
needs their dogs. Hmmmmm !! Most people do
a pretty good job of feeding themselves, their
children and their family. When Vets make
comments like this in my book it's the same
as calling their client stupid. Give me a break.

Many Vets become cynical because they
graduate from Vet school and quickly find out
that they will never get rich in this profession.
So they try and prove that theory wrong by
selling services that the pet owners don't need.
They in effect become what I call a Veterinary
prostitute.

There is a link on our web board from a TV
station in Southern CA. that just did an
investigation into Vets. They took the same
animal to 10 different Vet clinic. It is
Unbelievable what all of these vets
recommended. No two were the same and a
number of them were outright criminal in
what they recommended. Maybe you should
recommend your local TV station do a similar
investigation.

Many Vets walk away from Vet school and
never look back. They think there is little else
to learn. When in fact they may have had 6
hours of training on canine nutrition and 4
hours of instruction on behavioral problems
and dog training. Give me a break!! People who
graduate from a 10 week basic dog obedience
course at their local animal shelter know
moore about training dogs than most Vets.

In most Vets mind the solution to most
behavioral problems in dogs is found in a
prescription bottle full of tranquilizers. The
wouldn't understand the concept of pack
structure and leadership is their practice
depended on it.

Lets also point out the subject of vaccinations
or I should say TOO MANY VACCINATIONS. In
recent years it has become more and more
apparent as more and more studies are
proving that yearly vaccinations are not only
not needed they are detrimental to the health
of your pet. Read the article I wrote on
Vaccinosis (reactions dogs have from being
vaccinated).

Study after study can come out and major
Veterinary Medical Universities have
recommended new protocols (less
vaccinations) yet ask your Vet what he thinks
about yearly vaccinations. When they say this
is all hog wash what you are seeing is a Vet
that's more interested in your wallet than the
health of your dog.

While we are on the topic of education lets
point out that the majority of additional
training most Vets get is provided by the drug
companies or the dog food companies. Boy
those are sure two respectable groups of
people in my book. Once only needs to look at
the recent dog food recall to verify their
credibility.

Next time you walk into your Vets office look
around. Do you see piles of Science Diet or
Eucanuba? Two of the companies listed in the
pet food recall. Do some research on these two
brands of dogs foods. You may find out exactly
what kind of garbage really goes into the bag.
When you see this crap in a Vets office you
know he gave up the ghost and cares more
about your wallet than your dogs nutritional
needs.

We get a lot of emails here at Leerburg. Cindy
and I try and answer them all. On a regular
basis we get emails from people who have had
terrible experiences with incompetent Vets. I
have included some of those emails at the end
of this article. I am going to make a point of
adding more of them.

TO: Ed Frawley

FROM: Trevor

Dear Ed,

My name is Trevor and I'm in Biloxi, MS
at Kessler, AFB. My wife and I recently
purchased a GSD puppy from a local
breeder. Unfortunately we did not
realize the proper age to take him
home and trusted the judgment of the
breeder; he was just shy of 5 weeks,
he is now going on 9 weeks. He is a
great dog and we love him to death,
but since we got him so young I want
to make sure we go about training him
the right way. He sits for us and comes
when called most of the time but we
are unsure of the best way to proceed
in his training. I'm mostly concerned
with staying and down, some of the
basic stuff at the moment. I'm also
concerned with his socialization, he is
already showing some small signs of
aggression (well I believe he is
anyway) in the form of some random
growling or barking when he doesn't
want to do something and he seems
to me, to be much more mouthy than
normal for a GSD. I've grown up with
the breed and don't remember them
being this mouthy (it has however,
been over 10 years since I've had a
puppy). My vet had us leave him at
her kennel for a day to have him
around some other dogs and her
techs said he picked a few fights (I felt
like that Dad with the Juvenile
delinquent son). Anyway my wife and I
hope to have a family one day so I
want to establish a good foundation
as soon as possible and we want him
to be as well adjusted as possible. Do
you have any DVD sets? Or do can
you recommend one or two videos to
start out with? Or do you possibly
know of any local trainers you would
recommend? We have found a few
and one is very nice but honestly it
can get a little expensive very fast and
I want to learn myself.

Sincerely yours,
Trevor

ED'S RESPONSE

First of all, do NOT leave
your dog somewhere to
socialize with other dogs
especially when you are not
present, this is really bad
advice! This is a sure fire
way to promote dog
aggression in a puppy! Most
vets know basic medicine
but they are not the right
people to get training and
socialization advice from.

What this Vet did was drop
dead stupid. Actually
amazingly stupid. Just
about the time I think I
have heard of a really stupid
thing that Vets tell a
customer to do I get an
email like this.

Here's the set I would
recommend for you.
https://leerburg.com/combos.htm
The puppy one on the page
would be suitable for your
age pup.

I would recommend reading
this article,
https://leerburg.com/puppygroundwork.htm
and looking over this
directory of information.

I hope this helps.

Ed

Send us your emails
If you have horror stories about your local Vet -
send us an email and we will add your email
to this web page. We don't need to include your
name or email address or the name of the Vet.
The purpose of this web page is to make people
do a little research about who they choose as a
health care provider for their dog. New dog
owners should not be sheep where the blind
leads the blind.

Read the emails bekiw and PLEASE CHOOSE A
VET CAREFULLY!!! When you find a good Vet -
covet him like a best friend. Recommend his
to your friends and neighbors. Spread the
news that you have found a gem and everyone
should support this person.

Sue the Bastards
But if you have experiences like those below -
my recommendation is the sue the Vet. Take
him or her to small claims court or hire an
attorney and let him do the work for you. In
the state of Wisconsin you can spend $50.00
and sue in small claims for up to $5,000.00.
Often times this does not cover the emotional
or monitory loss involved but it will sure give
the fool some unwanted advertising.

TO: Ed Frawley

FROM: Anonymous

Ed,

I had two 11 week old Chihuahua
puppies. I just lost his sister to Parvo. I
purchased the pups together from a
breeder so they would have each
other when I am not around.
Unfortunately one of the puppies died
from Parvo. Of course I am concerned
about the other puppy getting Parvo. I
am keeping a close watch on him and
getting his vaccinations in a few days.
My training issue is this: Both pups
were great about not using the crate
for peeing and pooping when they
were together. Now that I only have
one pup, he is peeing and pooping in
his crate. Can this behavior be stress
related?

Thanks in advance... it's been an
emotional week.

ED'S RESPONSE

Before I address the training
issue, I would caution you
about getting a puppy
vaccinated after it's already
been exposed to parvo.
Being exposed to a disease
and not becoming ill, is in
effect a vaccination.

Giving a vaccine to a puppy
whose immune system is
dealing with a recent parvo
exposure may be deadly. If
your pup never becomes
sick, he will likely be
immune to parvo as he has
received “nature's vaccine”
which is the best way to
build immunity. Read our
vaccinosis article.

Your pup may be suffering
from a bit of separation
anxiety, so I would offer
him love, firm leadership
and structure.

I recently finished a project I
have been working on for
years titled COMMON SENSE
SOULTION TO HOUSE
TRAINING PROBLEMS.

This is a 160 page e-book
that that is based on how
we house train pups in our
home (I have bred over 360
litters in the last 45 years).
It is also based on 10 years
of emails on house training
problems from people like
yourself.

In my opinion this eBook is
the best collection of
information on how to
house train a dog that's ever
been put together.

I have reviewed your email
and this ebook along with
my DVD titled YOUR PUPPY 8
WEEKS to 8 MONTHS will
guide you through the
issues you will face in
solving your problems.

Ed

Thanks for getting back to me. I got
your e-mail after that fact. I did take
my puppy Buddy to the vet yesterday
and he got his Canine Bord Vacc
#Nasal and DHPP-C.

I hope this does not hurt him. Now I
am worried more than ever.

ED'S RESPONSE

This Vet who is either AN
IDIOT or a PROSTITUE or
BOTH !!!! This is
incompetence at its best.
Without a doubt this person
should not be a vet. He or
she is exactly the type of
person I am writing this
article about. They are an
insult to their profession.

Do I sound negative here?
Yes because I am disgusted
with the Veterinary
industry. They don't police
themselves.

Nothing is more valuable
than a good relationship
with your vet. This article is
not about all those great
vets we use to help with the
healthcare needs of our
dogs. This article is about
those less than ethical vets
who are more interested in
making money than
practicing good medicine.
It's also about those
arrogant vets who think
they know something about
dog training and dog
behavior when in fact they
know little to nothing.

This is not to say that ALL
vets are bad. My personal
vet is not good, she is
GREAT. She is honest about
things that she does not
know and she works with
Cindy and I to help keep our
dogs healthy. Unlike most
vets, she is also open
minded about the raw diet
and alternative medicine.
We are also lucky enough to
have access to one of the
most professional breeding
specialists in the UNited
States. I cannot tell you how
lucky we are to have found
this man and to be able to
take our dogs to his clinic.

Ed

Shop Training Supplies

Enroll in Training Courses

A B O U T  A U T H O R

Ed Frawley
Ed Frawley is the founder of Leerburg. He
has been training dogs since the 1950s. For
30 years, Ed bred working bloodline
German Shepherds and has produced over
350 litters. During this time, Ed began
recording dog training videos and soon
grew an interest in police service dogs. His
narcotic dogs have been involved in over
1,000 narcotics searches resulting in
hundreds of arrests in the state of
Wisconsin. Ed now solely focuses on
producing dog training courses with
renowned dog trainers nationwide. If you
want to learn more about Ed, read about
his history here.
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Anonymous Visitor (Guest)
03/26/2021 08:47 AM

DMV is the department of motor vehicles.
So, when you get your degree in Veterinary
Medicine, then you can judge your peers,
and not before.

13  14

Flag as Inappropriate

Steven "bannonwoodsvet.com"
Tatum (Guest)
03/10/2021 05:44 PM

True, I had a cat that was diagnosed with
blocked bladder and I was not comfortable
on how they treated him. I guess they don't
really love other people's pets and only see
them as customers.

10  3

vaccinevictim (Guest)
12/22/2020 10:33 AM

Our cat had an adverse reaction after
receiving a Rabies shot. It was given in a
State funded free Rabies shot event, The vet
did not tell me about any side effects could
arise from this vaccine. After the shot the
cat's temperature dropped. Within the next
few days a tumor showed up. I went back to
New Brunswick, NJ health department to let
them know about the vaccine, They didn't
care. I took her to the same vet who who
gave the cat vaccine. The vet told me The
cat might not live much longer and the
cancer might have spread throughout the
body. 1 month later the cat died of the visit.
Altogether the cat survived 23 months after
the vaccine induced cancer. I regret going
for the rabies vaccine. The cat would have
been alive had she not taken this vaccine.
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Ally (Guest) 12/21/2020 03:43 PM

I'm beginning to distrust vets. In March, my
dog was in a lot of pain so I took her to the
vet. The vet told me that there was nothing
wrong with her and was going to send me
home with a bottle of pain pills. I demanded
that the vet run a blood test at the very
least. She reluctantly agreed and it turned
out that my dog had diabetes. We
immediately started her on insulin. Later
that night, my dog was in so much pain that
she couldn't lay down. I called the after-
hours hotline and the vet told me that there
was nothing she could do and hung up on
me. I was pissed and immediately started
looking for a new vet.

The new vet wanted me to bring my dog in
for glucose curves every week or two until
her blood sugar was regulated. About two
months and 6 glucose curves later, the vet
said that her glucose levels were fine and to
leave her at her current insulin dose. A few
months later, my dog developed cataracts
and the vet had the gall to tell me that, "All
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and the vet had the gall to tell me that, "All
diabetic dogs go blind, even if their blood
sugar is regulated." - this is a lie. After some
research, I learned that her glucose levels
were about 100-200 points too high and
that most diabetic dogs who are regulated
early don't go blind. I bought my own blood
glucose monitor and started monitoring her
glucose levels at home. When I informed the
vet that I was increasing her insulin dose,
she told me that it was a bad idea and that
she is fine at her current dose. My dog's vet
clearly doesn't know what she's talking
about and I'm going to do things my way
from now on. I increased her insulin dose a
few days ago and she is already doing a lot
better - lower blood glucose levels and a lot
more energy.
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Mila Duboff (Guest) 08/03/2020 03:24 PM

First: THANK YOU Leerburg for all you do to
educate humans about educating dogs.
Since I am such a dog lover, I started out by
idolizing veterinarians. Let me just give you a
run down of the last 14 years! Vet#1: wanted
to put my dog down on the spot because he
was paralyzed in his hind legs... while waiting
for the preparations, I pulled a tick from his
toe and dog jumped up after fifteen minutes
(tick paralysis). Vet#2 told me my dizzy dog
had brain tumor and nothing could be done,
when we found out TOO LATE that she had
insulinoma and could have received
treatment. Vet#3 left piece of ovary in my
girl, which Vet#4 said would not matter,
until the University found a tumor on it and
surgery saved her. Vet#5 said my boy had a
torn ligament, but he was screaming so
much that again, I went to University, did CT
Scan and he had a spine infection. Vets#6
and #7 treated my dog for six months each
for an ear infection until again, the University
did a scan and she had cancer of the ear.... I
would say, if you are lucky to live near a
Veterinary School, trust them more than an
individual vet: at least they are in a group
and can check each other and they have the
diagnostic tools. I have NEVER had a local
vet recommend that I go to the University...
that just tells you, they want to keep all your
money!

11  3

Dr. Yourmon (Guest)
07/31/2020 02:06 PM

This is the world's dumbest article. Glad to
see you posted all the links to all these
"studies" you mentioned. But what do I know,
I'm just money hungry by wanting to give
your dogs vaccines instead of charging you
thousands of dollars for treating rabies,
parvo, distemper, etc.
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Tracey (Guest) 07/24/2020 11:11 AM

Thank you for writing this article. After 20
years of dealing with vets, both traditional
and holistic, I've come to the conclusion that
they do more harm than good, run up your
bill all the while not giving a rat's ass about
the animal. I've had it with all of them. For
me, it is the most frustrating part of dog
ownership. It's all about the money for them.
Each one thinks they know it all and are
never receptive to anything you have to say
or suggest. They will keep you waiting for
thirty minutes past your appointment yet
will charge your credit card in less than one
second. I could write a book.....AMEN
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HEARTBROKEN (Guest)
07/09/2020 06:16 PM

My cat had kidney and thyroid disease. The
vet did not care about her illnesses, and
injected her with Convenia antibiotics, did
not wait for the urine test result to come the
next day. this vet did not know what strain
of infections if any my cat had. Putting my
cat's life in danger which resulted in her
premature death. This Vet never discuss the
risks associated with the prescribed drug.
This is a Medication that is meant for a skin
condition and not for sick cats with severe
kidney problems. and a CKD cat that was
fragile. CONVENIA is indicated for the
treatment of skin infections (secondary
superficial pyoderma, abscesses, and
wounds dysfunction). 
All the vets at that clinic support her.
Because of her my cat is no longer with me.
My cat was doing so well even though she
had those illness. I was taking good care of
her and make sure she gets all her meds on
time and feed her on time. My cat had
tremors, seizures, and one side of the body
was paralyzed in two days she turned like a
skeleton. My cat died because of the
negligence of a vet who was quick to decide
to give convenia injection. 
The following adverse events were reported
voluntarily during post-approval use of the
product in dogs and cats in foreign markets:
death, tremors/ataxia, seizures, anaphylaxis,
acute pulmonary edema, facial edema,
injection site reactions (alopecia, scabs,
necrosis, and erythema), hemolytic
...Convenia should also not be used in dogs
or cats of less than 8 weeks old, and dogs,
cats with severe kidney problems (renal
dysfunction).
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vetvictim (Guest) 06/24/2020 05:36 PM

Thank you for this article. The public does
not realize what horrors might await them at
some veterinary facilities. With little to no
disciplinary oversight by state veterinary
regulatory boards, bad veterinarians can do
anything they want. The inmates are running
the asylum and our pets are paying the
price. Pay no attention to anyone calling this
article cyberbullying. That's the latest
buzzword used by control freak vets who
want to silence critics and will go to any
lengths to stop criticism. On top of
betraying our trust they want to intimidate
their own customers? Those aren't just bad
vets; those are stupid vets.

12  6

Anonymous Visitor (Guest)
05/25/2020 10:14 PM

As a veteran veterinarian and a member of
the Not One More Vet group, I sincerely ask
you to please remove this article.
Veterinarians are constantly under the
pressure of cyberbullying and posts like this
one can really hurt a vet's mental health.
Vets are constantly being harassed and
bullied for going into this profession "for the
money." In reality, vets are still under the
pressure of student debt. If you look up the
statistics of how many vets commit suicide
each year due to compassion fatigue,
student debt, and just mental exhaustion,
you'd be surprised. I implore you to please
remove this posting as it contributes to the
harmful stigma surrounding the veterinary
profession.
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